10 October 1962

MEMO from DIR NSA, Blake → Klocko
COMUSAFFSS

I feel that our first priority is in reporting reaction in connection with high and low-level reconnaissance flights. Our problem is that limitations in physical facilities, only very limited processing time at processing capability presently exist. Now, I would like to be told what additional processing time I will need in a hurry limited processing the regiment for reaction reporting. In order to perform the analysis necessary to meet the requirements of CONAD and AFLANT, we would have to double our present analytical effort.

Based on our preliminary information, it would appear that in addition to the personnel required to perform the mission outlined above, there may be space to intercept and process some portion of the Cuban military problem. By so, I might further propose a co-located Army Air Force operation.

\[ DTG = 30 \ 22 \ 41 \ 2 \quad 460 \times 10^{-2} \times 30 + 2 \]
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